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KINC ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH DMA ARCHITECTS 

 
Kinc, Inc. is pleased to announce the formation of a strategic partnership with DMA Architects - a 
Chicago-based full service architectural, planning, and interior design firm servicing residential, 
commercial, and institutional clients. DMA is also LEED certified and has experience in historic 
renovation. 
 
The combination of DMA’s solid technical knowledge and Kinc’s creative custom design skills will give 
clients the opportunity to make far-reaching and arresting design statements from the very inception of 
any project. 
 
“We often have clients coming to us months or even years after the completion of a building, asking us to 
design accent pieces or develop interior environments that will make an impact on visitors,” states Kinc 
founding partner Karen Zissis. “We end up working within pre-set limitations of rooms which were never 
intended to support sculpture or murals, or don’t lend easily to environmental overhaul.  Partnering with 
DMA, our clients now have the opportunity to integrate custom design and visual branding into their 
space from the very start.  Working together to realize the client’s vision, DMA will provide structural 
design in sync with Kinc’s artistic contributions, creating a unified visual message that’s part of a master 
building plan.” 
 
In addition to broadening the scope of their work, Kinc’s partnership with DMA eliminates the need for 
many sub-contractors, and gives clients a tight chain of communication on key design issues which not 
only ensures design integrity, but speeds up delivery and minimizes costs. 
 
“I don’t know of another partnership like this in Chicagoland,” states Kinc Founding Partner Katherine 
Ross. “We’re looking forward to breaking new ground, not only with residential and commercial buildings, 
but museum installations, churches, schools, retail shops… anyone who wants to make a strong visual 
statement.” 
 
To learn more, please visit www.kincinc.com, www.vmsd.com, or www.adexawards.com 
 

 
*  *  *  * 
 
Specializing in custom design and fabrication, sculpture, and murals for commercial and residential 
spaces, Kinc’s awards include two Platinum ADEX Awards, the Grand Prize, three First Place, and eight 
Awards of Merit from the VMSD Annual Visual Merchandising Competition, and the Leroy Hirsch 
Memorial Award for excellence in building design.   
www.kincinc.com 
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